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Guangzhou Thirteen-hong was given a monopoly status on foreign trade in 1757 
by the Yī kǒu tōng shāng poilcy (Single port commerce system). Its tax -pay provided 
a strong support to the Qing Dynasty monetary system by silver. Guangzhou 
Thirteen-hong’s specific data of import and export goods structure, the value, and 
silver flowing quantity that can present its foreign trade,process,scale,impact on 
international trends of silver flowing. Guangzhou Thirteen-hong’s foreign trade 
brought a huge amount of silver to the prosperity of the Qing Dynasty, but also enable 
the Qing Dynasty as an object of European and American countries’ plundering. 
Guangzhou Thirteen-hong’s operating mechanism formulated by the Qing 
government,such as Chengshangzhi, Baoshangzhi, Zongshangzhi, Lanshangzhi and 
Gonghang,which is a kind of control Thirteen-hong’s merchants and gain tax. The 
foreign trade structure is a silver trade.The trade flow and transaction procedure is 
stable, and then operated according to a set of complete trade procedure. The 
Thirteen-hong’s merchants attached great importance to social reputation and status, 
resulting in the large amount of money was applied to the noneconomic affairs. They 
made great contributions to military supplies, river transportation construction, 
bandits extermination, and famine relief. The compulsive duty to pay the debt of 
Thirteen-hong’s merchants partner bankrupt which went against the contemporary 
international trade system of “no blame to bankrupt”. Guangzhou Thirteen-hong’s 
taxes payment amounted to 88639375 liang From 18
th
 in November in 1756 to 18
th
 in 
May in 1838. And from 1834 to 1842 there was no substantial change in the nature of 
foreign trade. Tea, raw silk, and cotton cloth trade were still going on through the 
Thirteen-hong into the foreign trade, apart from opium and silver.  
Guangzhou Thirteen-hong and Guangzhou’s position was loss along the Qing 
government was defeated in 1842 after the signing of the "Nanjing Treaty" 
implementation of "five trade" system and the abolition of Cong-hong.In 1856, 
Guangzhou Thirteen-hong was fired to scorched earth. Guangzhou Thirteen-hong 
merchant was capable to familiar with the market and Guangdong Business English 
so that can make them continue to participate in foreign trade as compradors. 
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